
Message from the spiritual Master about COVID-19 
 
 This message was received by Daniel Souza in the morning of 06/04/2020. The Master 
Qenan Kazar, Master in the Green Light of the Archangel Raphael(Archangel of the Power 
of Cure), transmitted his teachings, so everyone can comprehend in a wider perspective 
what is happening in the pandemy of Corona COVID-19. 
 
The original message of the MASTER QENAN KAZAR is in italic: 
 
 

I salute everyone! 
 
 Humanity lives in a moment of difficulty, that will change the way it lives as 
incarnated beings and the relationship with solidarity, fraternity and sorority. I 
come to bring some explanations and recommendations. 
 
 This virus attacks the respiratory system of the physical body, which means it 
affects the Throat Chakra(nose, mouth, throat and lungs) and the Heart 
Chakra(thymus-responsible for the immunity), the chakras of communication 
and love. 
 
 Virus is not a living being as you may conceive. A virus is a code, information( 
in the RNA chain) that infiltrates in the cells and changes their normal function. 
In this way, the person who is infected can feel in the physical body how they 
may be misusing communication and love. 
 
  The virus can not exist if the nature of a person does not allow it: the nature of 
some permit some viruses to exist and others don't. Mother Earth is a living 
being where incarnated and not incarnated beings live, but there are boundaries 
for this coexistence, there are conditions so that all can live in this system. 
Everytime that is necessary, there will be corrections from the Earth. 
 
 Specifically about the COVID-19, the planet permitted the mutation of the code, 
of the information, the so called virus, so one last warning could be given: 
COMMUNICATE YOURSELVES WITH LOVE, otherwise it will be the extinction 
of the human race as it is known. 
 
I say the last warning because there have been other warnings before, like 
spanish flu for example. In that occasion, humanity was forced to step back from 
life as it was progressing during the first world war. 
 



 Recently, the different flus called SARS, avian flu, H1N1, MERS, beside the 
common flu that every year takes 250.000 people to disincarnate, are the 
warnings that most of the human kind was ignoring. 
 When a dog growls, it is a warning. When it barks, this is a last warning. And 
what do we do? Do we pay attention to the warnings or do we ignore them? 
 
 Most of the people think that if the dog is small, it can be ignored, and 
everything is ok. With this kind of attitude they are sending a signal that a bigger 
dog can come, and after that a even bigger one, and bigger, and bigger...until 
they have to deal with it. 
 
 Humanity will not be destroyed by a virus. The virus is a warning, to those who 
do not hear the kind calling of spirituality. If humanity nor Mother Earth doesn't 
do anything, humans destroy themselves in lies, that will lead to wars. Now 
there will not be wars of bullets and bombs but silent wars: The war of 
information. 
 
 Information is the new gold of humanity. Everything, all big decisions are based 
in information. But what if they are false? What will happen? 
 
 The illusion of the senses are taking over the mind of the incarnated humans. 
The technology must be used. It is part of the evolution of the human 
consciousness. But it can not be used as a runaway of the human condition of 
values like honor, the practice of truthful words, care and kindness to the next 
one. 
 
 The communication thru the distance, gives the false sensation that one can 
“say” whatever he/she wants because there will be no consequences. When a 
few act like this, there will be a “local repair”, but when this kind of attitude is 
spread everywhere, the repair must be global. 
 
 So, the fight must not be against the virus, this is only the warning. The fight 
must be against the human behaviors that will lead to the ruin. Lies, not taking 
responsibility for what one says and share untruthful news is not as harmless as 
it may seem. This is something very serious! 
 
 What made human evolution possible, distancing itself from the cavemen, was 
the transmission of knowledge from one generation to the next. Communication 
based on love, serves as the foundation for the next generation and this is the 



base of evolution. Without the transmission of knowledge there wouldn't be 
progress in human kind. 
 To propagate false words is like having a degenerative diseases, that rot you 
from the inside. 
 
 There are no problems in having too much information. The problem is having 
too much false information or half-truths. The communication must be solid, 
true, with respect and love to the lives of others. 
 
 If the practice of spreading lies, half-truths and manipulated-truths weren’t so 
commonly spread, there would be no massive infection from this virus. The virus 
is spread thru what comes out of the mouth(saliva), to show that the information 
that has been shared is dangerous. 
 
 The social isolation, is the physical act in order to avoid that the virus keep 
being spread. But still there is the communication through distance that allows 
humans to keep lying. The process of isolation forces people to look inside 
themselves, their fears and patterns, which are the origin of the pandemic. 
 
 When a person can not stand himself or when he/she can not stand humanity, 
and unconsciously searches for the destruction of it. Instead of uniting to 
transmit the truth, they say: “humanity is banned anyway!” 
 
 The weakness, the low immunity is generated in the self. When a person gives 
up of the human kind, he/she turns weak. The pessimism, the lack of 
perspective, is often called “reality”. This is the great lie; because in reality 
happy people are strong, reputable people are strong, people that try to live 
consciously are strong. If humanity wasn't important, mother Earth would not be 
giving this warning(the virus). She would simply let humans be extinguished. 
 
 The moment has come to humankind to realize that their actions have 
consequences. Even when these actions are invisible to the physical eyes, they 
are always visible to the eyes of Mother Earth and to the spiritual realms. 
 
  In order to change the current global situation requires a change in the 
behaviour of most of the humankind. Even in social isolation, the virus will stop 
only when people start to communicate with love, with themselves and others, in 
person or virtually. Until this happens, there will be a second wave, a third wave, 
and so on...Not every person will learn, but if the majority achieves it, quickly the 



virus will cease its function and only those specific cases will have their 
necessary lessons. 
 
2.452 years ago our messenger Sócrates gave his guidelines, and they can 
possibly be better understood now. Before consuming, producing or transmitting 
an information, observe: 
 
1.True: Is the information that you consume, produce or transmit true? 
 
2. Kindness: The information that you produce, consume or transmit, does it 
come from a place of kindness or from an anger for humanity? If from a place of 
anger, do not transmit it, and correct yourself, so this way, you avoid further 
complications with the virus. 
 
3. Necessity: The information that you produce, consume or transmit, will it 
generate more consciousness, collective wisdom, happiness or hope? If not, do 
not transmit it! 
 
I wish that all can comprehend this message and can go ahead well now and 
during all the planetary transition.  
 
I am the Master Kenan Qazar, Ishim of the Archangel Raphael. 
 
 
 
Comments of the medium Daniel Arcangelista: 
 
If it was possible to express in a few words what the Master transmitted, based 
in what i felt during the channelling, i would say that if we stop spreading 
dreadful and untruthful news, and instead share message that are helpful(from 
specialists) or that help spread hope and trust and courage; we would generate 
a chain reaction with this same energies. This would also help our immune 
system be stronger and we could face with more ease this collective challenging 
times. Besides that, we would also create a new social behavior for us and the 
next generations to come. Also start listening more what the “spiritual world” has 
to teach us, so we don't face so much suffering in the future. 
  
 
Note: The original text is in portuguese. Translated by Augusto Monteiro 
Arcangelista. 



 
 
 
 
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


